Introduction
The term Lavrentiev phenomenon refers to a surprising result first demonstrated in 1926 by M. Lavrentiev in [La] . There it was shown that it is possible for the variational integral of a two-point Lagrange problem, which is sequentially weakly lower semicontinuous on the admissible class of absolutely continuous functions, to possess an infimum The Lavrentiev phenomenon also provides a serious obstacle for numerical schemes of minimization: the cost of any sequence in the smoother admissible class is bounded away from the true minimum value. Furthermore, when a minimizer over the smoother admissible class exists, the approximation scheme typically converges to this suboptimal solution. Ball and Knowles [BK] (see also [Kn] and [Zo] ) have succeeded in the development of numerical approximation schemes which do detect the lower energy singular minimizers. The present article revises the above classical view of the phenomenon. Here we adopt the viewpoint that the Lavrentiev gap is actually a relaxation phenomenon assigning to each admissible function u a Lavrentiev term L(u) > 0 which specifies the magnitude of the gap between the value of the variational functional itself on u and the smallest sequential lower limit of the values it takes on Lipschitzian admissible functions converging weakly to u. Accordingly, given a sequentially weakly lower semicontinuous (for short "l.s.c.") functional G defined on the class of all admissible functions, we proceed first to examine the functional F which coincides with G on the Lipschitz class but is assigned value +00 on all non-Lipschitzian admissible functions. We seek the l.s.c. envelope 
Proof. Fix 5 > 0; for every h € N we have
dx+V(6,u h (8)). Js
Passing to the liminf as h -» + oo and recalling that the assumptions made on the integrand / provide the weak sequential W* il (0,1) lower semicontinuity of the functional v Proof. Take u, u/> 6 A with u^ -> u, weakly in W 1 * 1 (0,1); we have to prove that
Without loss of generality, we may assume that the liminf at the right-hand side is a finite limit. Let XH -• 0 be a sequence such that Hence WH -• u strongly in W 1 -1 (0,1) and, by using (2.11H2.15), we obtain
< lim inf
Some Particular Cases
In this section we discuss some particular cases in which the expression of the Lavrentiev term L( u) can be reduced to a simpler form. To begin with, let us consider an integrand / satisfying conditions (2.1M2.4) and the following invariance property (see Heinricher&Mizel[HMl] Hereafter we shall suppress the parameter y in expressions such as V«(x,y,s) and V(x, y, s) when no confusion can arise. We now proceed to evaluate the functions V. and V* by using a verification argument based on the study of variational problems of the form In this case it is enough to take u t = u to satisfy our requirements. Otherwise, let y t -* 0 be such that u( y e ) -<p( y t ), and let i e -* 0 be such that (4 .9)
Possibly refining the sequence (x e ) we may assume that x e < y e for every £ > 0. Define now (u(x) ifx>y t
• ifx<x t .
We have u e € W^iO, l),u e -> u strongly in W ll (0,1), and u«(x) /:
Passing to the limit as t -• 0*, and recalling (4.9), we obtain (4.8).
We are now in a position to prove Theorem 4.1. In fact, it can be shown (sec Mizel [Mi2] ) that in this example the critical dense subclass of A is the subclass consisting of all W 2t5 (0,1) admissible functions.
